
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS:          

Club: Beaumont Racing Club Date: Monday 21st March 2016 
Weather: Overcast 
Track: Good 3 downgraded to Dead 4 following Race 1 
Rail: Out 3 metres from 1400 to 300 metres rest true 
Stewards: M Davidson (Chairman), R Neal and C Boyd 
Typist: M O’Brien 

 

GENERAL: (All comments pertaining to this meeting – e.g. drivers/riders not attending, delays and all other issues) 

Nil 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY: (All adjourned inquiries and follow up information relating to previous meetings) 

Nil 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: SHOW MACCOOL, HE’S GOLD, CARPATHIA, QUEEN SERENE, GALLANT BOY, ALYTH. 

Suspensions: Race   Nil 

Protests: Race  Nil 

Fines: Race  1 R Black (GOOD BYE SENORITA) – Rule 330(3)(c) – overweight $200 

 Race 6 S Muniandy (CAPO)- Rule 330(3)(c) – overweight $100 

Warnings: Race  6 G Jogoo – (LOCKET) – Rule 638(1)(d) – shifting ground 175 metres 

 Race  7 S Muniandy – (BURWOOD) – Rule 638(1)(d) – shifting ground 1200 metres 

Bleeders: Race  Nil 

Horse Actions: Race   Nil 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race  1 
6 

GOOD BYE SENORITA-G Jogoo replaced R Black (Overweight) 
CAPO – C Johnson replaced S Muniandy (Overweight)  

Late Scratching: Race  Nil 

 

RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 TEMUKA TRANSPORT HANDICAP 2200m 

G Jogoo replaced R Black as the rider of GOOD BYE SENORITA due to Miss Black not being able to make the carded weight.  
Miss Black admitted the breach under Rule 330(3)(c) and was fined $200. 
BRANDY and TAI HO were both slow to begin.   
BEACONS began awkwardly and lost ground.  
GOOD BYE SENORITA and THE MAN both raced wide through the middle stages.   
BRANDY raced keenly in the middle stages.   
SHOW MACCOOL over raced through the middle stages. 
SPITTING IMAGE raced wide through the middle stages. 
SATIN GURU raced wide from the 900 metres.   
STARBUCK was held up passing the 500 metres until near the 300 metres.  
THE ENERGIZER was held up for the majority of the final straight shifting out near the 200 metre to obtain clear running. 
When spoken to regarding the improved performance of BRANDY trainer A Hoffman advised the horse had been better 
suited to a more senior stronger rider and derived benefit from some gear changes.  
The track was downgraded to Dead 4 following the running of this event. 
 



 

 

Race 2 O’BRIEN GROUP HANDICAP 1200m 

BACK IN THE DAY began awkwardly.   
SWITZER was crowded shortly after leaving the barriers and settled back. 
ALICE WEBB ELLIS raced wide throughout.   
KASUNDI lay in passing the 150 metres with the rider swapping the whip to the left hand. 
When spoken to regarding the performance of favoured runner BACK IN THE DAY rider T Moseley advised the gelding had 
only battled when placed under pressure over the concluding stages and had been slightly disappointing. 
 

Race 3 PETER LYON SHEARING / EDINBURGH REALTY MAIDEN 1200m 

KRUGER RAND began awkwardly and was crowded shortly after the start between JANEFIELD JEWEL and THE COVER GIRL 
which both shifted ground.   
KONA was tightened on jumping away between APACHE GURU which shifted out and THAT’S NOT THE GO which jumped 
in abruptly. 
SHEZA DIAMOND raced wide throughout.   
Passing the 800 metres KRUGER RAND who was over racing had to be steadied off heels. 
KONA was held up rounding the final bend and early in the run home.   
JANEFIELD JEWEL lay out under pressure in the final straight. 
When spoken to regarding the performance of favoured runner KRUGER RAND rider K Kalychurun advised that he had got 
back in the running, had failed to run on and was disappointing.  He also advised that in his opinion the gelding was feeling 
the effects of recent racing.  
 

Race 4 LYNDSAY MOYLE MEMORIAL HANDICAP 1200m 

DI MONET threw its head in the air shortly after leaving the barriers and settled back.   
HIGH FORTY was slow to begin.   
ENZED JEWEL shifted in on jumping hampering ROYAL DOLLAR which lost ground.   
CARPATHIA over raced badly throughout.   
BARANOO raced wide through the early stages.   
ASK ME raced wide throughout.   
GO SOLO was held up rounding the turn and for the majority of the final straight.   
THE GORE HARPOON was held up momentarily near the 200 metres when awkwardly placed near the heels of ALL 
DRESSED UP. 
When spoken to regarding the performance of favoured runner BARANOO rider C Johnson advised that the gelding had 
travelled well but when placed under pressure in the final straight was disappointing. 
 

Race 5 BENGERBURN STATION / WALTER PARKER MEMORIAL MAIDEN 1600m 

There was a delay to the start of this event when LADY BYRON momentarily wandered into the ditch adjacent to the 1600 
metres start requiring the filly to undergo a veterinary inspection and was cleared to start. 
LYDIA shifted in on jumping crowding PERCEPTIVE.   
QUEEN SERENE and LITTLE HAAST bumped at the start.   
QUEEN SERENE over raced in the early stages.   
CHILI PEPPER raced wide throughout.   
SWEET INDULGENCE attempted to improve four wide from the 800 metres.   
ALPINE JULZ was held up for a short distance passing the 400 metres.    
PERCEPTIVE was held up rounding the final turn and had difficulty obtaining clear running in the early and middle part of 
the final straight.   
LYDIA was held up passing the 350 metres until near the 200 metres. 
HESSONITE lay out near the 250 metres crowding QUEEN SERENE out onto CHILI PEPPER which was bumped and shifted 
out abruptly into the line of LITTLE HAAST which was hampered and had to steady and shift ground inwards.  Also affected 
in this incident was LADY BYRON.  
Rider T Direen reported that HESSONITE had hung throughout.   
 

Race 6 PUBLICANS CUP 1600m 

C Johnson replaced S Muniandy as the rider of CAPO due to Mr Muniandy being unable to make the weight.  S Muniandy 
admitted a resultant breach of Rule 330 (3)(c) and was fined $100.   
EL CHICO was slow to begin.   
BRAH SPRING dipped shortly after leaving the barriers losing ground.   
NEWS FLASH over raced in the early stages.   
LOCKET, CAPO and EL CHICO all over raced in the early and middle stages.   
CAPO was briefly held up passing the 450 metres.   



 

 

LOCKET was held up throughout the run home.  
BRAH SPRING was held up in the early part of the home straight and near the 175 metres was crowded and buffeted when 
LOCKET (G Jogoo) shifted outwards across the heels of HEXIE HAO (J Lowry) which had shifted in marginally.  G Jogoo was 
issued with a severe reprimand under Rule 638(1)(d). J Lowry was also advised he must exercise greater care when shifting 
ground. 
BRAH SPRING was held up in the early part of the home straight. 
 
Race 7 NZB INSURANCE PEARL SERIES RACE 1600m 

ALYTH began awkwardly and got back as a result.   
AVOW raced wide through the early stages. 
QUEENOFHARPZ commenced to over race when being restrained to trail near the 1200 metres.   
Passing the 1200 metres FASCINATE who was racing keenly had to be steadied when crowded by BURWOOD (S Muniandy) 
which shifted in. S Muniandy was issued with a warning under Rule 638(1)(d). 
ALYTH raced keenly throughout and had to be severely restrained passing the 600 metres when on the heels of 
FASCINATE. 
ALYTH was held up rounding the final turn. 
SOFIA LOREN shifted outwards under pressure throughout the final straight.   
 

 
 
 
 


